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Decline in Implementation of Service Standards at Authorized Car Service Centres Impacts
Customer Service, J.D. Power Finds
Toyota Ranks Highest in After-Sales Service among Mass Market Brands for Second Consecutive Year
SINGAPORE: 31 Jan. 2018 — The frequency and quality of the execution of service standards at
authorized mass market vehicle service centres has declined since 2016, according to the J.D. Power 2017
Vietnam Customer Service Index (CSI) StudySM mass market segment, released today.
As the number of after-sales service customers making an appointment (66%) continues to rise, the gap in
satisfaction with walk-in customers increases significantly (9 points in 2016 vs. 43 points in 2017, on a
1,000-point scale). Although the number of service standards received by customers with appointments
remains stable year over year, the service level for walk-in customers has decreased notably in this year’s
study, as only 31% of these customers indicate having received 21 or 22 standards (out of 22) in 2017,
down from 65% in 2016. Coincidentally, customer sensitivity to receipt of these service standards has
risen, as the difference in overall service satisfaction between low and high standard implementation
increased from 90 points in 2016 to 139 points in 2017.
“Authorized service centres are increasingly encouraging customers to schedule appointments and making
strides to ensure they receive a high standard of service,” said Siros Satrabhaya, Country Manager at J.D.
Power. “However, the downside is that not all walk-in customers are receiving some essential quality
standards, which can subsequently have a negative effect on their overall experience. This, in turn, may
lead to higher service defection rates—even during the warranty period—and, therefore, a potential loss of
service revenue. It is crucial that dealers strive to offer a consistent level of service to customers with
appointments and walk-in customers alike. In order to boost the satisfaction of walk-in customers, dealers
must focus on a number of key areas, such as washing and vacuuming the vehicle after service and making
follow-up calls.”
The study finds the number of walk-in customers who say their vehicle was returned both washed and
vacuumed has decreased by 25 percentage points in the 2017 study from 2016 (48% vs. 73%,
respectively). In comparison, 78% of customers with appointments say the same. Similarly, while 92% of
these customers indicate they were contacted after service, only 57% of walk-in customers indicate the
same.
Following are additional key findings of the study:
•

Listening to customer requests and paying attention to details are critical: The longer service
advisors listen to customer requests before servicing their vehicle, the better. Overall satisfaction is
higher among customers who indicate their service advisor paid close attention to details (835),
compared with those who did not indicate the same (751). Nevertheless, only 79% of customers say
this was the case in 2017, compared with 93% in 2016.

•

Discussion after service best handled by service advisors: Satisfaction is higher among customers
whose service advisor helped locate and deliver the vehicle (842), compared with those who spoke
with someone else (799) or who did not speak to anyone (748).

•

Following up post-service is vital: Post-service follow-up calls are important not only to boost
satisfaction, but also to detect and fix problems with the vehicle after customers have left the service
centre. Nearly three in 10 customers who receive a follow-up call indicate there is a problem, with
dealerships able to correct it 99% of the time.

•

Defection to non-authorized service facilities increases: The number of customers who say they
have serviced their vehicle at a non-authorized facility has increased by 34 percentage points in 2017,
compared with 2016 (43% vs. 9%, respectively.) Additionally, although brand recommendations and
repurchase intentions are increasing slightly, the number of customers who say they “definitely would”
revisit their authorized service dealer for warranty service has decreased by 9 percentage points (56%
in 2017 vs. 65% in 2016).

Study Rankings
Among the nine brands ranked in the study, Toyota ranks highest for the second consecutive year, with a
CSI score of 848 points. Toyota performs particularly well in all five CSI factors and is the only brand
outperforming the mass market average.
The 2017 Vietnam Customer Service Index (CSI) Study measures overall satisfaction among vehicle owners
who visited an authorized dealer/ service centre for maintenance or repair work during the first 12 to 36
months of ownership. This study is based on responses from 1,681 new-vehicle owners who purchased
their vehicle between October 2014 and December 2016 and took their vehicle for service to an authorized
dealer or service centre between October 2016 and December 2017. The study was fielded online between
October and December 2017.
Now in its ninth year, the study measures new-vehicle owner satisfaction with the after-sales service
experience by examining dealership performance in five factors (in order of importance): service quality
(25%); service advisor (20%); service initiation (20%); service facility (19%); and vehicle pickup (15%).
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Note: Two charts follow.
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Note: Percentages may not total 100 due to rounding.
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